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1.

Introduction

1.1

This is the second part of the Statement of Cooperation, which sets out how the
boroughs producing the South London Waste Plan (the London Borough of Croydon,
the Royal Borough of Kingston, the London Borough of Merton and the London
Borough of Sutton) have cooperated with the Prescribed Bodies and relevant waste
planning authorities.

1.2

The first part of the Statement of Cooperation can be seen as scoping exercise. It
detailed how the South London Waste Plan boroughs had contacted all the
Prescribed Bodies and how they had contacted all waste planning authorities with
imports and exports of waste above the following thresholds:

2,500 tonnes per annum for Household and Commercial and Industrial
Waste

5,000 tonnes per annum for Construction and Demolition Waste

100 tonnes per annum for Hazardous Waste.

1.3

From this scoping exercise, the South London Waste London Plan boroughs
identified a number of key issues which required further exploration, discussion and,
where possible, agreement. The tasks for the South London Waste Plan boroughs
were as follows:
 Resolve issues regarding the Environment Agency’s comments
 Resolve issues regarding The Mayor of London’s comments
 Contact NHS England to find out more information on its requirements
 Make contract with London boroughs who have not responded
 Ascertain more information on waste going to Kent
 Conclude a Statement of Common Ground with Cambridgeshire and
Peterborough
 Conclude a Statement of Common Ground with Surrey County Council
 Conclude a Statement of Common Ground with Essex County Council
 Discuss the future of the Lakeside ERF and possibly conclude a Statement
of Common Ground with Slough Council
 Discuss the clinical waste issues with Central and West Berkshire and
possibly conclude a Statement of Common Ground with the Central and
West Berkshire authorities
 Ascertain more information on waste going to the Gerrard’s Cross landfill
and possibly conclude a Statement of Common Ground with
Buckinghamshire County Council

1.4

The South London Waste Plan boroughs consider this “scoping-then-detail” approach
to the Duty to Cooperate is the most effective way of securing a positively prepared
plan as it ensures all issues are explored in the scoping phase and then meaningful
engagement is concluded with detailed information exchanges with the bodies most
relevant to the plan. The South London Waste plan boroughs also consider this
approach both “proportionate” and “tailored”, as required by Paragraph 030 of the
Planning Practice Guidance.

1.5

The following pages provide information on email exchanges, meetings, Statements
of Common Ground and draft Statements of Common Ground to demonstrate that
the Duty to Cooperate has been met, alongside Part 1 of the Statement of
cooperation.
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1.6

Taking Parts 1 and 2 of the Statement of Cooperation, the South London Waste Plan
boroughs consider that they have met Duty to Cooperate in every respect.
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2.

Environment Agency

2.1

During the Issues and Preferred Options consultation, the Environment Agency made
a representation with a number of comments and questions.

2.2

Since then the following has occurred:
 17 January: Meeting between South London Waste Plan officers and
Environment Agency officers on 17 January 2020
 10 June: South London Waste Plan officer meeting notes send to
Environment Agency officers
 18 June: Environment Agency officers send back comments and
Infrastructure Checklist suggested at the meeting
 23 July: South London Waste Plan officers amalgamate comments from 10
June and 18 June exchanges into a draft Statement of Common Ground
 13 August: Environment Agency officers send a letter largely covering the
aspects of the Statement of common Ground

2.3

It has been considered that effective cooperation has occurred throughout the planmaking process, matters have been addressed and resolved, there are no reasons to
suppose the plan is not deliverable and ongoing cooperation will take place.
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10 JUNE – MEETING NOTES
SOUTH LONDON WASTE PLAN REVIEW
CONSULTATION MEETING WITH ENVIRONMENT AGENCY (C8) - 17 JAN 2020
LBS OFFICES, DENMARK ROAD AGENDA – 10:00 AM
Environment Agency
James Togher
Alan.Dengate
Dhanjal, Randeep
Gorrod, Will
Charles Muriithi (EA)

LB Sutton
Duncan Clarke
Patrick Whitter

1.

INTRODUCTIONS

2.

SUSTAINABILITY APPRAISAL ISSUES
SA ISSUE 1: The need to incorporate the aims of the following strategies:

Government 25 Year Environment Plan;

Resources and Waste Strategy for England (December 2018)

review into serious and organised crime in the waste sector (November 2018).
SA ISSUE 2: The need to take account of emerging new London Plan policies on:

promoting the circular economy;

self-sufficiency;

possible need for additional waste sites and avoiding loss to residential uses;

delivering high quality new or upgraded waste management facilities in line with
the latest environmental good practice.
SA ISSUE 3: EA assessment of existing waste sites (see below under SLWP issues):

requirement for major infrastructure upgrade;

annual reporting on compliance with waste permits and inclusion as indicator;

environmental permit compliance rating;

date site last visited by the Environment Agency;

waste clusters at Beddington Lane, Weir Rd and Willow Lane and opportunities;;

managing site drainage and developing a checklist or guidance as part of the plan;

flood risk assessment and ‘sequential test’ requirements;

local air quality management.

3.

I&PO CONSULTATION ISSUES
COMMENT REF. (5)

exempt sites.
COMMENT REF. (34)

promoting the circular economy

efficiencies per unit area.
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COMMENT REF. (37)

railheads and wharfs – issue noted
COMMENT REF (87)

policy approach to new waste sites for either waste transfer or management draft Policy WP3(d);

possible need for temporary transfer stations with respect to new housing
developments (Policy WP1 p23);

possible need for new sites based on more conservative capacity estimates.
COMMENT REF (130)

policy approach to new waste sites for C&D waste - draft Policy WP3(b);

risk of illegal transfer stations being set up as unintended consequence

policy approach to new waste sites for hazardous/ agricultural waste etc (draft
Policy WP3c)

‘greater than local need’

definition of hazardous waste

possible need for new sites based on more conservative capacity estimates.
COMMENT REF (208)

railheads – issue noted (Policy WP4d)
COMMENT REF (246)

‘Agent of change’ principle – issue agreed (Policy WP4c)
COMMENT REF (247)

BREEAM and CEEQUAL – issue agreed
COMMENT REF (288)

BREEAM and CEEQUAL – issue agreed (Policy WP6)

Fugitive emissions and climate change – issue noted

increased risk of surface water flooding – issue noted
COMMENT REF (325)

thermal treatment technologies and inclusion of Advanced Conversion
Technologies (ACT) such as pyrolysis and gasification – issue noted (Paras
5.44, p38)
COMMENT REF (326)

utilisation of the heat generated by existing waste facilities such as Beddington
Lane EfW – issue noted (Policy WP7)
4.

SITE SPECIFIC ISSUES

5.

AOB
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Minutes:
Issue
Outcome
SA ISSUE 1:
The need to incorporate the aims
of the following strategies:
- Government 25 Year
Environment Plan;
- Resources and Waste Strategy
for England (December 2018)
- Review into serious and
organised crime in the waste sector
(November 2018).
SA ISSUE 2:
The need to take account of
emerging new London Plan
policies on:
- promoting the circular economy;
- self-sufficiency;
- possible need for additional waste
sites and avoiding loss to
residential uses;
- delivering high quality new or
upgraded waste management
facilities in line with the latest
environmental good practice.
SA ISSUE 3:
EA assessment of existing waste
sites (see below under SLWP
issues):
- requirement for major
infrastructure upgrade;
- annual reporting on compliance
with waste permits and inclusion as
indicator;
- environmental permit compliance
rating;
- date site last visited by the
Environment Agency;
- waste clusters at Beddington
Lane, Weir Rd and Willow Lane and
opportunities;
- managing site drainage and
developing a checklist or guidance as
part of the plan;
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- flood risk assessment and ‘sequential test’
requirements;
- local air quality management
Resolution: In light of the EA’s comments, the
COMMENT REF. (5)
Exempt sites.
Councils have considered exempt sites and have
made the relevant ones safeguarded sites
(Deadman Confidential and Wood Recycling). The
other exempt sites are: Kingston Hospital where the
clinical waste is ancillary to the main use, and very
small circular economy re-makers, which have not
been safeguarded.
Explanation: The Councils have noticed that the
COMMENT REF. (34)
Promoting the circular economy
circular economy operators are not on waste sites.
Efficiencies per unit area.
They are often in vacant shops. In a sense, they are
small factories with waste as their raw materials.
Explanation: The Councils are not using a
throughput per hectare calculation.
Explanation: The Councils have investigated the
COMMENT REF. (37)
Railheads and wharfs – issue
position with regard to railheads. The one in
noted
Croydon is safeguarded in the South London Waste
Plan for waste and minerals uses. The Chessington
railhead is not used for waste and so will be
safeguarded in the Kingston Local Plan.
Explanation: The Councils have not noticed a need
COMMENT REF (87)
Policy approach to new waste sites for temporary waste sites for housing developments.
for either waste transfer or
However, they will keep the situation under review.
management - draft Policy WP3(d); Explanation: The Councils consider that, if there is
Possible need for temporary
a risk to capacity estimates, it is towards overtransfer stations with respect to
provision of site capacity for the following reasons:
new housing developments (Policy (1) the waste reduction discount in the
WP1 p23);
apportionment calculations is a modest 5%; (2) the
Possible need for new sites based
waste apportionment figures are based on higher
on more conservative capacity
housing targets than have been subsequently
estimates.
agreed; and (3) the Councils’ capacity figures for
individual sites do not use maximum throughput
possible but throughput which can count towards
the apportionment
Explanation: The Councils have not noticed any
COMMENT REF (130)
Policy approach to new waste sites illegal waste transfer stations but will monitor the
for C&D waste - draft Policy
situation.
Explanation: The Councils note that hazardous
WP3(b);
Risk of illegal transfer stations
waste arisings are small, are due to rise only slightly
being set up as unintended
across the plan period and are currently dealt with
consequence
through established operators who are regional in
their reach rather than local.
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Policy approach to new waste sites
for hazardous/ agricultural waste
etc (draft Policy WP3c)
‘Greater than local need’
Definition of hazardous waste

COMMENT REF (208)
Railheads – issue noted (Policy
WP4d
COMMENT REF (246)
‘Agent of change’ principle – issue
agreed (Policy WP4c)
COMMENT REF (247)
BREEAM and CEEQUAL – issue
agreed
COMMENT REF (288)
Fugitive emissions and climate
change – issue noted
Increased risk of surface water
flooding – issue noted
COMMENT REF (325)
Thermal treatment technologies
and inclusion of Advanced
Conversion Technologies (ACT)
such as pyrolysis and gasification
– issue noted (Paras 5.44, p38)
COMMENT REF (326)
Utilisation of the heat generated by
existing waste facilities such as
Beddington Lane EfW – issue
noted (Policy WP7)

Explanation: Agricultural waste is included within
other waste streams.
Explanation: Hazardous waste is being considered
on a greater than local need basis.
Explanation: The definition of hazardous waste is
broad. The Councils does not intend to limit WEEE
re-makers which the Councils have noticed are
often operating from vacant shops
See above

Resolution: The Councils have included a new
Agent of Change policy in the Draft South London
Waste Plan
Resolution: The Councils refer to both BREEAM
and CEEQUAL in revised Policy WP6
Explanation: The Councils consider that these
issues are adequately covered in Policies WP5 and
WP6. It should be noted that the policies of the
relevant borough’s Local Plan are also material
considerations for waste applications.
Explanation: The Councils are not proposing any
thermal heat technologies in line with Objective 7.4
of the London Environment Strategy.

Explanation: The Beddington EfW is set to
provide/is already providing heat to the New Mill
Quarter on Hackbridge.
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18 JUNE – MEETING NOTES
SOUTH LONDON WASTE PLAN REVIEW
CONSULTATION MEETING WITH ENVIRONMENT AGENCY (C8) - 17 JAN 2020
LBS OFFICES, DENMARK ROAD AGENDA – 10:00 AM
Environment Agency
James Togher
Alan.Dengate
Dhanjal, Randeep
Gorrod, Will
Charles Muriithi (EA)

LB Sutton
Duncan Clarke
Patrick Whitter

1.

INTRODUCTIONS

2.

SUSTAINABILITY APPRAISAL ISSUES
SA ISSUE 1: The need to incorporate the aims of the following strategies:

Government 25 Year Environment Plan;

Resources and Waste Strategy for England (December 2018)

review into serious and organised crime in the waste sector (November 2018).
SA ISSUE 2: The need to take account of emerging new London Plan policies on:

promoting the circular economy;

self-sufficiency;

possible need for additional waste sites and avoiding loss to residential uses;

delivering high quality new or upgraded waste management facilities in line with
the latest environmental good practice.
SA ISSUE 3: EA assessment of existing waste sites (see below under SLWP issues):

requirement for major infrastructure upgrade;

annual reporting on compliance with waste permits and inclusion as indicator;

environmental permit compliance rating;

date site last visited by the Environment Agency;

waste clusters at Beddington Lane, Weir Rd and Willow Lane and opportunities;;

managing site drainage and developing a checklist or guidance as part of the plan;

flood risk assessment and ‘sequential test’ requirements;

local air quality management.

3.

I&PO CONSULTATION ISSUES
COMMENT REF. (5)

exempt sites.
COMMENT REF. (34)

promoting the circular economy

efficiencies per unit area.
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COMMENT REF. (37)

railheads and wharfs – issue noted
COMMENT REF (87)

policy approach to new waste sites for either waste transfer or management draft Policy WP3(d);

possible need for temporary transfer stations with respect to new housing
developments (Policy WP1 p23);

possible need for new sites based on more conservative capacity estimates.
COMMENT REF (130)

policy approach to new waste sites for C&D waste - draft Policy WP3(b);

risk of illegal transfer stations being set up as unintended consequence

policy approach to new waste sites for hazardous/ agricultural waste etc (draft
Policy WP3c)

‘greater than local need’

definition of hazardous waste

possible need for new sites based on more conservative capacity estimates.
COMMENT REF (208)

railheads – issue noted (Policy WP4d)
COMMENT REF (246)

‘Agent of change’ principle – issue agreed (Policy WP4c)
COMMENT REF (247)

BREEAM and CEEQUAL – issue agreed
COMMENT REF (288)

BREEAM and CEEQUAL – issue agreed (Policy WP6)

Fugitive emissions and climate change – issue noted

increased risk of surface water flooding – issue noted
COMMENT REF (325)

thermal treatment technologies and inclusion of Advanced Conversion
Technologies (ACT) such as pyrolysis and gasification – issue noted (Paras
5.44, p38)
COMMENT REF (326)

utilisation of the heat generated by existing waste facilities such as Beddington
Lane EfW – issue noted (Policy WP7)
4.

SITE SPECIFIC ISSUES

5.

AOB
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Minutes:
Issue
SA ISSUE 1:
The need to incorporate the aims of
the following strategies:
- Government 25 Year Environment
Plan;
- Resources and Waste Strategy for
England (December 2018)
- Review into serious and organised
crime in the waste sector (November
2018).

Outcome
Resolution: It was agreed to make reference to the aims of each of
these strategies in the forthcoming sustainability appraisal (SA) report
on the draft SLWP Submission Version.
The Environment Agency recommends some of the diagrams from
these latest national strategies are added to the SLWP and remove
references to the 2013 strategies. This will ensure the plan is sound and
show policy move towards a circular economy principles and focus on
resource reuse and recovery. To support this major policy change you
could also consider renaming the South London Waste Plan to the
South London Resources and Waste Plan
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We recommend some case studies are included of good practice waste
management to demonstrate the key policies and goals of the new
SLWP and the move away from landfill and incineration without energy
recovery.
Resolution: It was agreed that the forthcoming SA Report on the draft
SLWP Submission Version, including the key sustainability issues in
Section 7 and the SA appraisal criteria in Section 8 should take account
of these new London Plan policy issues.

SA ISSUE 2:
The need to take account of
emerging new London Plan policies
on:
- promoting the circular economy;
- self-sufficiency;
- possible need for additional waste
sites and avoiding loss to residential
uses;
- delivering high quality new or
upgraded waste management
facilities in line with the latest
environmental good practice.
Resolution: It was agreed that the EA would shortly provide an update
SA ISSUE 3:
EA assessment of existing waste
on the status of existing waste sites across the four boroughs in order to
sites (see below under SLWP
inform the next stage of plan preparation. However the relevant site
issues):
assessment information is still awaited as of June 2020.
- requirement for major infrastructure
Resolution: The Environment Agency has highlighted a serious issue
upgrade;
- annual reporting on compliance with with some waste sites with poor infrastructure such as poor quality
waste permits and inclusion as
buildings and poor site drainage which requires a new process such as
indicator;
a checklist to improve the standards of infrastructure at waste sites. We
- environmental permit compliance
are keen to organise some site visits and walk rounds of the cluster
rating;
areas in the plan area such as at Weir Road, Willow Lane, Beddington
- date site last visited by the
Lane. The checklist will help improve the standard on new or upgraded
Environment Agency;
sites but we are keen to discuss ways on improving the standards of
- waste clusters at Beddington Lane, infrastructure on the existing wastes sites in the SLWP.
Weir Rd and Willow Lane and
opportunities;
A draft checklist has been shared 18 June 2020 for inclusion in the
- managing site drainage and
review of the plan to improve the standards of buildings and drainage
developing a checklist or guidance as on waste sites. We are keen to keep the evidence base up to date and
part of the plan;
will be sharing information on the performance of permitted waste sites
- flood risk assessment and ‘sequential so
test’
you are aware of the environmental issues from waste sites and
requirements;
adapt the planning policies / planning enforcement process to address
- local air quality management
serious issues.
It was agreed that the EA would provide a draft waste site
infrastructure checklist during the weeks following the meeting in order
to inform the next stage of plan preparation and for possible inclusion
as part of the plan. However the checklist is still awaited as of June
15

2020 and there is no longer the opportunity for the South London
Boroughs to make further changes to waste policies since the draft
SLWP Submission Version has already been approved for Regulation
19 consultation by two out of the four committees involved.

COMMENT REF. (5)
Exempt sites.

COMMENT REF. (34)
Promoting the circular economy
Efficiencies per unit area.

COMMENT REF. (37)
Railheads and wharfs – issue noted

Resolution: To prepare a draft sequential test on proposed waste sites
for inclusion in the draft SLWP Submission Version in liaison with the
EA. However, it was recognised by all present that the particular
circumstances of the emerging plan, where no new waste sites are
being proposed for waste management uses will make it more difficult
in reality for the sequential test to bring alternative sites fully into
consideration.
Resolution: In light of the EA’s comments, the Councils have
considered exempt sites and have made the relevant ones safeguarded
sites (Deadman Confidential and Wood Recycling). The other exempt
sites are: Kingston Hospital where the clinical waste is ancillary to the
main use, and very small circular economy re-makers, which have not
been safeguarded.
Waste exemptions are for lower risk waste management activities not
requiring a full waste permit and companies register on gov.uk We can
share details of all registered exemptions across the plan area to
ensure all waste management activities/sites are assessed as part of
the SLWP review.
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/register-your-waste-exemptionsenvironmental-permits
Explanation: The Councils have noticed that the circular economy
operators are not on waste sites. They are often in vacant shops. In a
sense, they are small factories with waste as their raw materials.
Explanation: The Councils are not using a throughput per hectare
calculation.
Refer to SA1 point above and recommendation to include the diagrams
from these strategies in the new SLWP to show what circular economy
is and the policy changes in the waste management sector.
Explanation: The Councils have investigated the position with regard
to railheads. The one in Croydon is safeguarded in the South London
Waste Plan for waste and minerals uses. The Chessington railhead is
not used for waste and so will be safeguarded in the Kingston Local
Plan.
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COMMENT REF (87)
Policy approach to new waste sites
for either waste transfer or
management - draft Policy WP3(d);
Possible need for temporary transfer
stations with respect to new housing
developments (Policy WP1 p23);
Possible need for new sites based
on more conservative capacity
estimates.
COMMENT REF (130)
Policy approach to new waste sites
for C&D waste - draft Policy WP3(b);
Risk of illegal transfer stations being
set up as unintended consequence
Policy approach to new waste sites
for hazardous/ agricultural waste etc
(draft Policy WP3c)
‘Greater than local need’
Definition of hazardous waste

COMMENT REF (208)
Railheads – issue noted (Policy
WP4d
COMMENT REF (246)
‘Agent of change’ principle – issue
agreed (Policy WP4c)
COMMENT REF (247)
BREEAM and CEEQUAL – issue
agreed
COMMENT REF (288)
Fugitive emissions and climate
change – issue noted
Increased risk of surface water
flooding – issue noted
COMMENT REF (325)
Thermal treatment technologies and
inclusion of Advanced Conversion
Technologies (ACT) such as
pyrolysis and gasification – issue
noted (Paras 5.44, p38)

Explanation: The Councils have not noticed a need for temporary waste
sites for housing developments. However, they will keep the situation
under review.
Explanation: The Councils consider that, if there is a risk to capacity
estimates, it is towards over-provision of site capacity for the following
reasons: (1) the waste reduction discount in the apportionment
calculations is a modest 5%; (2) the waste apportionment figures are
based on higher housing targets than have been subsequently agreed;
and (3) the Councils’ capacity figures for individual sites do not use
maximum throughput possible but throughput which can count towards
the apportionment
Explanation: The Councils have not noticed any illegal waste transfer
stations but will monitor the situation. We can share incidents/reports of
problem / illegals waste sites.
Explanation: The Councils note that hazardous waste arisings are
small, are due to rise only slightly across the plan period and are
currently dealt with through established operators who are regional in
their reach rather than local.
Explanation: Agricultural waste is included within other waste streams.
Explanation: Hazardous waste is being considered on a greater than
local need basis.
Explanation: The definition of hazardous waste is broad. The Councils
does not intend to limit WEEE re-makers which the Councils have
noticed are often operating from vacant shops
See above

Resolution: The Councils have included a new Agent of Change policy
in the Draft South London Waste Plan
Resolution: The Councils refer to both BREEAM and CEEQUAL in
revised Policy WP6
Explanation: The Councils consider that these issues are adequately
covered in Policies WP5 and WP6. It should be noted that the policies
of the relevant borough’s Local Plan are also material considerations for
waste applications.
Explanation: The Councils are not proposing any thermal heat
technologies in line with Objective 7.4 of the London Environment
Strategy.
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COMMENT REF (326)
Utilisation of the heat generated by
existing waste facilities such as
Beddington Lane EfW – issue noted
(Policy WP7)

Explanation: The Beddington EfW is set to provide/is already providing
heat to the New Mill Quarter on Hackbridge.
This could be included as case study in the new SLWP plan
demonstrating modern high quality infrastructure and circular economy
principles by providing heat to the New Mill Quarter residential
development.

South London Waste Plan
Waste Management Site Infrastructure Checklist DRAFT
To be completed as part of the planning application validation process
Waste management sites must be carefully designed and operated to prevent environmental
nuisance or risk to life. High quality waste management infrastructure is essential to deliver the
strategic objectives in moving towards a circular economy.
Key issues and opportunities relate to the need for high quality buildings, well maintained
drainage systems, careful site layout, fire risk management and ongoing high standards of site
management and maintenance. To deliver the plan policies requires planning and permitting
systems to be aligned and we encourage “twin tracking” of planning and permitting applications.
This checklist should be completed as part of the pre application process for any waste
management planning applications within the SLWP area: Croydon, Sutton, Kingston or Merton.
Proposed site infrastructure and management
 Will all the waste management activities being carried out in a fully enclosed quality building?
(not scaffolding / temporary structures)
 How will the drainage be managed in line with the Local Plan policies on pollution prevention
and surface water management?
 Is the proposed waste management activity a high fire risk activity?
 Is a Fire Prevention Plan being produced?
 Has adequate space been included on site for clear pedestrian access / movement routes
and space for waste vehicles to move safely around the site?
Environmental permitting and compliance
 Does the site already hold an Environment Agency permit?
 If yes, what is the permit number and what is the current compliance assessment score (A to
F)?
 Has the site / company been served a enforcement / notice from the Environment Agency,
Health and Safety Executive or London Fire Brigade in the last 6 months?
Any other information / comments
Guidance and links
Environment Agency permitting process
Health and Safety Executive (HSE) waste sites
London Fire Brigade fire prevention guidelines
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23 JULY – DRAFT STATEMENT OF COMMON GROUND
DRAFT STATEMENT OF COMMON GROUND
BETWEEN THE ENVIRONMENT AGENCY AND
THE BOROUGHS OF THE SOUTH LONDON WASTE PLAN
July 2020
1.
1.1

2.
2.1

Relationship between the South London Waste Plan boroughs and the
Environment Agency
The boroughs of the South London Waste Plan have a long-standing and
productive relationship with the Environment Agency. They correspond, meet
and exchange information on a variety of topics, most notably climate change
and flood risk.
Previous Cooperation during the Preparation of the Draft South London
Waste Plan
During the preparation of the South London Waste Plan, the Environment
Agency and the boroughs of the South London Waste Plan have interacted on
the following occasions:
 October 2019: Environment Agency response to the Sustainability
Scoping Report
 December 2019: Environment Agency response to the Issues and
Preferred Options for the South London Waste Plan
 January 2020: Meeting to discuss Environment Agency comments from
previous consultation
 May 2020: Email from South London Waste Plan boroughs on
outstanding issues
 June 2020: Email from the Environment Agency on outstanding issues.

2.2

As a result of these exchanges, this Statement of Common Ground has been
signed between the two parties.

3.

Points of cooperation between the Environment Agency and the South
London Waste Plan boroughs
Matters relating to the South London Waste Plan
Updated references and diagrams: The Environment Agency suggested the
plan should refer to refer to the Government’s 25-Year Environment Plan; the
Resources and Waste Strategy for England (December 2018) and the Review
into serious and organised crime in the waste sector (November 2018) and
remove references to the 2013 strategies. The Councils agree to update
paragraph 2.8 with relevant national strategies. The Environment Agency has
also asked for the diagrams in Appendix 1 to be added to the plan.

3.1

3.2

Conclusion: Matter resolved
Actions: The Councils will update paragraph 2.8 and will add diagrams, where
feasible.
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3.3

Rename the plan: The Environment Agency suggested the plan be renamed
the South London Resources and Waste Plan. The Councils consider this
would be contrary their Local Development Schemes.

3.4

Conclusion: Agree to disagree.

3.5

Case studies: The Environment Agency suggested case studies would be a
good addition to the plan. The Councils disagree and consider that case
studies are suitable for guidance documents but not DPDs.

3.6

Conclusion: Agree to disagree.

3.7

Exempt sites: In light of the Environment Agency’s comments suggesting the
inclusion of exempt sites into the plan in January, the Councils considered
exempt sites and have designated the relevant ones as safeguarded sites
(Deadman Confidential and Wood Recycling) in the draft plan. The other
exempt sites are: Kingston Hospital where the clinical waste is ancillary to the
main use, and very small circular economy re-makers, which have not been
safeguarded. In June, the Environment Agency offered to share the details of
the exemptions. The boroughs received details of the exemptions from the
Environment Agency, via the consultants Anthesis, in 2019 but would
welcome an up-to-date list.

3.8

Conclusion: Matter resolved
Action: Environment Agency to share exemptions list.

3.9

Promoting the Circular Economy and Throughput per Hectare
Calculations: The Environment Agency suggested that the circular economy
sites have a greater landtake than existing waste management sites. The
Councils investigated Circular Economy sites across the region and found that
remaking and remanufacturing tended not to take place on an existing waste
site but in small former offices or retail units. These Circular Economy users
were operating more like a manufacturing industry, receiving raw materials (in
this case waste) from another location. The Councils proposed not to
safeguard these small Circular Economy sites so that they can grow into large
premises. The Environment Agency suggested that diagrams, such as those
in Appendix 1 of this document, be added to the plan.

3.10 Conclusion: Matter resolved.
Action: Councils to add circular economy diagram to the final document.
3.11 Railhead and wharves: The Environment Agency wanted assurance that all
railheads and wharves were safeguarded. The Councils have investigated the
position with regard to railheads. The one in Croydon is safeguarded in the
South London Waste Plan for waste and minerals uses. The Chessington
railhead is not used for waste and so will be safeguarded in the Kingston
Local Plan.
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3.12 Conclusion: Matter resolved. No further action required.
3.13 Temporary waste sites for housing developments: The Environment
Agency suggested that there might be a need for temporary waste sites to
serve housing developments and there could be a risk that illegal waste sites
may start operating. The Councils had not noticed a need for temporary waste
sites for housing developments or any illegal waste sites but would keep the
situation under review.
3.14 Conclusion: Matter resolved.
Action: Councils to monitor the need for temporary waste sites. Environment
Agency to share incidents or reports of problems or illegal waste sites.
3.15 Capacity estimates for sites: The Environment Agency suggested that
insufficient capacity may be being safeguarded. The Councils disagree and
consider that, if there is a risk to capacity estimates, it is towards overprovision of site capacity for the following reasons: (1) the waste reduction
discount in the apportionment calculations is a modest 5%; (2) the waste
apportionment figures are based on higher housing targets than have been
subsequently agreed; and (3) the Councils’ capacity figures for individual sites
do not use maximum throughput possible but the maximum throughput
achieved over a five-year period.
3.16 Conclusion: Matter resolved. No further action required.
3.17 Policy approach to hazardous and agricultural waste: The Environment
Agency requested more information on the policy stance of no new waste
sites. The Councils responded that hazardous waste arisings are small, are
due to rise only slightly across the plan period and are currently dealt with
through established operators who are regional in their reach rather than
local. Agricultural waste is included within other waste streams.
3.18 Conclusion: Matter resolved. No further action required.
3.19 Definition of hazardous waste: The Environment Agency suggested that the
inclusion of Waste Electronic and Electrical Equipment in hazardous waste
may limit facilities for re-makers. The Councils disagrees because the WEEE
re-makers seem to be operating from small former offices and shops, as
manufacturers rather than waste operators, and so would not be affected by
being included in the definition of hazardous waste.
3.20 Conclusion: Matter resolved. No further action required.
3.21 Agent of Change Principle and Policy: The Environment Agency suggested
an Agent of Change Policy. The Councils agreed and have included one in
the draft South London Waste Plan.
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3.22 Conclusion: Matter resolved. No further action required.
3.23 BREEAM and CEEQUAL: The Environment Agency suggested CEEQUAL
would be a better environmental standard than BREEAM. The Councils have
included both environmental standards in the draft South London Waste Plan.
3.24 Conclusion: Matter resolved. No further action required.
3.25 Fugitive emissions from climate change: The Environment Agency
suggested a reference that fugitive emissions may increase with climate
change. The Councils consider this is adequately covered in Policy WP5 and
the boroughs’ Local Plans.
3.26 Conclusion: Matter resolved. No further action required.
3.27 Increased flooding from climate change: The Environment Agency
suggested a reference that surface water flooding may increase with climate
change. The Councils consider this is adequately covered in Policy WP5 and
the boroughs’ Local Plans
3.28 Conclusion: See later regarding checklist
3.29 More information on thermal technologies: The Environment Agency
suggested the plan should include more information on thermal technologies.
The Councils disagree as they are not proposing any additional thermal
technologies.
3.30 Conclusion: Matter resolved. No further action required.
3.31 Case Study on providing heat to the New Mill Quarter, Hackbridge: The
Environment Agency suggested that the New Mill Quarter could provide a
case study within the plan. The Councils disagree and consider that case
studies are better suited to guidance documents than DPDs.
3.32 Conclusion: Parties agree to disagree
Matters relating to the South London Waste Plan Sustainability
Appraisal
3.33 Reference to strategies: The Environment Agency suggested that the
Sustainability Appraisal should refer to the Government’s 25-Year
Environment Plan; the Resources and Waste Strategy for England (December
2018) and the Review into serious and organised crime in the waste sector
(November 2018). The Councils agreed to add these references. The
Environment Agency has also asked for the diagrams in Appendix 1 to be
added to the Sustainability Appraisal.
3.34 Conclusion: Matter resolved.
Action: Councils to update references and add diagrams to the final document
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Proposed Waste Infrastructure Checklist
3.35 On 15 June, the Environment Agency suggested a Waste Infrastructure
Checklist be added to the plan (see Appendix 2 of this document).
Unfortunately, the draft plan was already going through council committee
cycles and so it was too late to alter the plan. However, the Councils have
reviewed the checklist and have doubts whether it needs inclusion. The
elements of the checklist and the Council’s comments are set out in the table
below.
Table 1: Councils’ comments on the Proposed Waste Infrastructure Checklist
Checklist Component
Councils’ Comments
Fully enclosed quality building (not
This is already included in Policy WP5
scaffolding / temporary structures)
(b).
Drainage to be managed in line with the A Council’s Local Plan is a
Local Plan policies on pollution
consideration for a waste proposal and
prevention and surface water
so this does not need to be re-stated
management
Fire Risk and Fire Prevention Plan
This can be added to Policy WP5 (c)
(viii)
Adequate space on site for clear
This can be added to Policy WP5 (c)
pedestrian access / movement routes
(viii)
and space for waste vehicles to move
safely around the site
Environmental permitting
Paragraph 7 of the National Planning
Policy for Waste directs waste planning
authorities to “concern themselves with
implementing the planning strategy in
the Local Plan and not with the control
of processes”. Therefore, adding
environmental permitting requirements
to the plan is contrary to national policy.
3.36 Therefore, the Councils consider that only two minor changes are needed to
incorporate the relevant elements of the checklist into the plan.
4.
4.1

Summary of Changes
The Councils will make the following changes to the document
 Update document references in paragraph 2.8
 Add the diagrams in Appendix 1, where feasible
 Add reference to Fire Risk and Fire Risk Prevention Plan to Policy WP5
(c) (viii)
 Add reference to adequate space on site for clear pedestrian access /
movement routes and space for waste vehicles to move safely around
the site to Policy WP5 (c) (viii)
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4.2

Other actions to be undertaken by the Councils and/or the Environment
Agency are:
 Environment Agency to share exemptions list
 Councils to monitor the need for temporary waste sites.
 Environment Agency to share incidents or reports of problems or illegal
waste sites
 Update document references and add diagrams, where appropriate, to
the Sustainability Appraisal report

5.
5.1

On-going Co-operation
The Councils will continue to work with the Environment Agency when waste
planning applications arise, on Local Plans when they are revised and
exchange information on waste management and transfer across the South
London Waste Plan area when required.

6.
6.1

Agreement on Cooperation
Paragraph 22 of the Planning Practice Guidance ‘Duty to Cooperate’ states
“inspectors will expect to see that strategic policy making authorities have
addressed key strategic matters through effective joint working, and not
deferred them to subsequent plan updates or are not relying on the inspector
to direct them.”

6.2

The Councils and the Environment Agency are in agreement on the vast
majority of matters. However, where agreement has not been possible, the
Councils and the Environment Agency consider decisions have not been
delayed and the delivery of the plan is not in jeopardy. Consequently, the
Councils and the Environment Agency consider they have fulfilled the Duty to
Cooperate.

7.
7.1

The Sequential and Exceptions Tests
The National Planning Policy Framework states: “All plans should apply a
sequential, risk-based approach to the location of development – taking into
account the current and future impacts of climate change – so as to avoid,
where possible, flood risk to people and property.” It continues: “The aim of
the sequential test is to steer new development to areas with the lowest risk of
flooding. Development should not be allocated or permitted if there are
reasonably available sites appropriate for the proposed development in areas
with a lower risk of flooding” (Paragraphs 157 and 158).

7.2

With regard to the Exceptions Test, the National Planning Policy Framework
states: “If it is not possible for development to be located in zones with a lower
risk of flooding (taking into account wider sustainable development
objectives), the exception test may have to be applied. The need for the
exception test will depend on the potential vulnerability of the site and of the
development proposed, in line with the Flood Risk Vulnerability Classification
set out in national planning guidance” (Paragraph 159).
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7.3

In the case of the South London Waste Plan, the operation of the Sequential
and Exception Tests are complicated by two factors:
 Non-hazardous waste sites are classified as “less vulnerable” in the
Flood Risk Vulnerability Classification in the Technical Guidance to the
National Planning Policy Framework and so are a suitable use in all
Flood Risk Zones, except Flood Zone 3b. Therefore, non-hazardous
waste sites are appropriate in flooding terms in nearly all locations
within the four boroughs
 Since the plan is safeguarding existing sites only, the selection of
alternative sites is limited.

7.4

Therefore, it is difficult to produce a typical Sequential Test document to
accompany the plan. Nevertheless, the South London Waste Plan boroughs
have produced a Sequential test document to accompany the plan and have
sought Environment Agency opinion that the test is fit-for-purpose in light of
the unusual circumstances surrounding this plan.

8.
8.1

Environment Agency Comment on the Sequential Test
Officers of the Environment Agency has reviewed the Sequential Test
document which accompanies the South London Waste Plan and consider
that it is a true and fair assessment of the flood risk of the sites included in the
plan and that the boroughs have done everything they possibly could to
operate the Sequential Test, given the unusual circumstances.
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Appendix 1: Diagrams Suggested by the Environment Agency
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Appendix 2:

South London Waste Plan
Waste management site infrastructure checklist DRAFT
To be completed as part of the planning application validation process
Waste management sites must be carefully designed and operated to prevent
environmental nuisance or risk to life. High quality waste management
infrastructure is essential to deliver the strategic objectives in moving towards a
circular economy.
Key issues and opportunities relate to the need for high quality buildings, well
maintained drainage systems, careful site layout, fire risk management and
ongoing high standards of site management and maintenance. To deliver the plan
policies requires planning and permitting systems to be aligned and we encourage
“twin tracking” of planning and permitting applications.
This checklist should be completed as part of the pre application process for any
waste management planning applications within the SLWP area: Croydon, Sutton,
Kingston or Merton.
Proposed site infrastructure and management
- Will all the waste management activities being carried out in a fully enclosed
quality building? (not scaffolding / temporary structures)
- How will the drainage be managed in line with the Local Plan policies on pollution
prevention and surface water management?
- Is the proposed waste management activity a high fire risk activity?
- Is a Fire Prevention Plan being produced?
- Has adequate space been included on site for clear pedestrian access /
movement routes and space for waste vehicles to move safely around the site?
Environmental permitting and compliance
- Does the site already hold an Environment Agency permit?
- If yes, what is the permit number and what is the current compliance assessment
score (A to F)?
- Has the site / company been served a enforcement / notice from the Environment
Agency, Health and Safety Executive or London Fire Brigade in the last 6 months?
Any other information / comments
Guidance and links
Environment Agency permitting process
Health and Safety Executive (HSE) waste sites
London Fire Brigade fire prevention guidelines
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13 AUGUST – LETTER FROM ENVIRONMENT AGENCY
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3.

The Mayor of London

3.1

Section 24(1) of the Planning and Compulsory Act (2004, as amended) requires all
local development documents, such as the South London Waste Plan, to be in
general conformity with the London Plan. The Mayor of London made a
representation at the Issues and Preferred Options consultation where he
commented that, while some aspects of the Issues and Preferred Options document
were in conformity with the London Plan, others were not.

3.2

Since then, the Draft South London Waste Plan has been revised and a number of
elements have been brought into general conformity with the London Plan. South
London Waste Plan officers have also had a meeting with Greater London Authority
(GLA) officers to explore outstanding issues on 26 May. Following this meeting:
 South London Borough Officers sent a record of the meeting which GLA
officers approved on 4 June
 Subsequent to that, on 3 July, the GLA sent a further opinion on general
conformity

3.3

It should be noted that the South London Waste Plan is required to be in general
conformity with the London Plan, which means that, backed by supporting local
evidence, a plan may diverge in minor issues from London Plan.

3.4

As part of the publication of the Draft London Plan, the Mayor of London will be
required to give his “opinion on general conformity of a local development document”.
This is important document but it is the Planning Inspector at the Examination-inPublic who will decide whether an aspect of the South London Waste Plan is in
general conformity with the London Plan or whether there is sufficient local
justification for a small departure from the London Plan.

3.5

It is considered that effective cooperation has occurred throughout the plan-making
process. Many matters have been addressed and resolved. According to the GLA,
there are five matters which remain outstanding. However, the South London Waste
Plan borough officers consider these matters have been addressed and the five
matters are in fact in conformity with the 2019 Intend to Publish London Plan.
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4 JUNE – APPROVED MINUTES OF MEETING OF 26 MAY
GLA and South London Waste Plan Boroughs
Emerging Submission Draft of the South London Waste Plan
11:00am, Tuesday, 26 May 2020
1. Participants:
Greater London Authority (GLA)
Rob McNicol (GLA)
Hassan Ahmed (GLA)
Rohan Ranaweera (GLA)

South London Waste Plan Boroughs
Duncan Clarke (LB Sutton)
Dean James (LB Sutton)
Tara Butler (LB Merton
Eben van der Westhuizen (LB Merton)
Dominick Mennie (LB Croydon)
Tom Bright (RB Kingston)

2. Progress on the South London Waste Plan
The South London Waste Plan (SLWP) boroughs updated GLA officers on progress made towards the
Submission draft of the SLWP.
The SLWP officers explained they would be seeking approval to consult on the Submission Draft and
submit the Plan to the Planning Inspectorate, at their Full Council meetings in July. This was subject
to meetings going ahead in light of the Covid-19 pandemic.
3. No new waste site unless for compensatory provision
The SLWP officers explained that the current draft Policy WP1(d) proposed “no new waste sites will
be permitted unless it is for compensatory provision”. SLWP officers explained this approach
reflected the huge demand for industrial land across the boroughs (for traditional industrial uses,
not waste-related uses), the fact that the SLWP can exceed its apportionment figure (an
apportionment figure that is already 13% higher than borough arisings) and the suitability of existing
safeguarded sites.
GLA officers reiterated that this part of the policy was not in conformity with the London Plan but
understood the approach the SLWP boroughs had taken. GLA officers said they would need to
consider if this approach would have an impact on London achieving net self-sufficiency or managing
waste further up the waste hierarchy (by preventing new sites which manage waste further up the
hierarchy from coming forward) before reaching a settled view. SLWP officers explained that the
policy would not prevent existing sites redeveloping to manage waste further up the hierarchy.
SLWP officers cited the SUEZ planning permission on Beddington Lane as an example where this has
been achieved.
GLA suggested a criteria-based policy that would allow new sites to come forward without
specifically identifying them or jeopardising the supply of industrial land. SLWP officers expressed
concern that new sites would only really be realistic in industrial areas and, once permitted, would
then be safeguarded. This would reduce the ability of the boroughs to accommodate the exceptional
industrial demand.
ACTION: GLA officers to consider the points made by SLWP officers in support of draft Policy
WP1(d) and respond in writing.
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4. Shortfall in Construction & Demolition (C&D) Target
SLWP officers explained, as a result of the consultation of the SLWP Issues and Preferred Options
(I&PO) document, a further c.180,000 tpa of C&D capacity had been identified at the Days
Aggregates site in Purley (the site was previously identified as zero tpa capacity). SLWP confirmed
that this eliminated the shortfall identified in the I&PO document and moved the SLWP into a small
surplus of C&D capacity. GLA officers noted the change, which resolved their previous objection.
ACTION: Previous GLA objection resolved, no further action required.
5. Hazardous Waste Capacity
GLA Officers noted that hazardous waste generated within the SLWP area is currently being
managed in specialist facilities outside the area. GLA officers requested additional evidence that the
sites managing hazardous waste would continue to provide sufficient capacity to manage the
expected arisings over the plan period. Furthermore, there should also be a commitment to keep the
management of this waste stream under review over the plan period.
SLWP officers explained that Statements of Common Ground with authorities outside London were
being pursued to confirm the capacity would continue to be managed over the Plan period. Three of
which had already been secured but SLWP officers were hoping to secure seven. SLWP officers also
confirmed that a ‘Monitoring and Contingencies’ Policy had been added to the draft SLWP, so the
hazardous waste stream would be monitored through the SLWPs annual Authority Monitoring
Report. In addition, the SLWP would be reviewed every five years in line with the national
requirements.
ACTION: SLWP boroughs to provide additional evidence of hazardous waste capacity through
Statements of Common Ground. In addition, the Submission Draft of the SLWP will include a
‘Monitoring and Contingencies’ Policy.
6. Transfer of apportionments/ offering sites to other boroughs
The SLWP officers explained that the plan does not support sites being offered to other London
boroughs in the event that they are released. As previously discussed, this is due to the exceptional
demand for industrial land across the SLWP boroughs. Furthermore the apportionment figure for the
SLWP boroughs is already 13% higher than the boroughs’ arisings. Offering any surplus sites to other
London boroughs would further constrain the industrial land market in South London.
GLA officers understood the constraints and arguments and would give this some further thought.
ACTION: GLA officers to consider the points made by SLWP officers and respond in writing with a
firmer view.
7. Level of Compensatory Capacity
GLA officers explained that compensatory capacity for released waste sites must at least meet, and
should exceed, the maximum achievable throughput of the site and be at or above the same level of
the waste hierarchy. The SLWP officers explained that the equivalent of existing throughput is
considered far more deliverable, as the maximum
throughput may not be achievable on an alternative site, particularly for small operators such as
small waste transfer stations, and that in some cases – such as an application that seeks to enclose a
waste function – the wider amenity benefits might need to be considered against a shortfall in
meeting the equivalent throughput. Therefore compensatory provision on a case-by-case basis is
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being proposed. However, the SLWP boroughs made it clear they would welcome any examples of
how the London Plan approach would work.
GLA officers agreed to give further thought to the approach following the clarifications and would
provide a further response in writing.
ACTION: GLA officers to consider the points made by SLWP officers on the approach to
compensatory capacity and respond in writing with a firmer view.
8. Applying the waste hierarchy
GLA officers expressed concern that draft Policy WP3(e) would result in the weak implementation of
the waste hierarchy. SLWP officers explained that the reference in the support text to the policy,
stating ”The boroughs will attempt to adhere to national and regional guidance but will implement it
flexibly on a case-by-case basis”, would be removed from the Submission Draft of the SWLP.
However, SLWP officers explained that it is not always possible to go up the waste hierarchy,
particularly for smaller waste operators (such as those transferring and managing a small amount of
waste). SLWP asked if the GLA could provide the boroughs with examples of how this could be
achieved.
GLA recognised that not all schemes would be able to move up the waste hierarchy but
recommended the SLWP give consideration to giving further encouragement to this in the policy
wording.
ACTION: GLA officers to consider the points made by SLWP officers in support of draft Policy
WP3(d) and respond in writing with a firmer view. SLWP officers to amend support text to draft
Policy WP3(d) to remove reference to flexibly on a case-by-case basis.
9. Looking at waste sites outside industrial areas
GLA officers expressed concern that draft Policy WP4(b) would restrict any futures sites to industrial
areas. SLWP officers explained that, given the constrained availability of land to meet ambitious
housing targets, the sensitivities around waste uses and their neighbours, the need to provide landintensive social infrastructure (such as schools) and the value of land outside designated SILs or
LSILS, industrial areas were the only realistic locations for waste uses. The Agents of Change
requirements can also deter operators from land outside of industrial areas. SLWP officers
confirmed that all existing sites are located in industrial areas.
GLA officers understood the approach taken and would give some further thought to this before
issuing a further response.
ACTION: GLA officers to consider the points made by SLWP officers in support of draft Policy
WP4(b) and respond in writing with a firmer view.
10. Intensification
SLWP officers confirmed that the existing throughput of the identified sites would exceed
apportionments at 2036, not including any intensification of existing sites. Any intensification that
takes place would provide additional capacity above the apportionment figures. The draft Delivery
Report confirms which sites are planning to intensify within the plan period and other sites that
could theoretically intensify.
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GLA officers asked whether the intensification above the apportionment figures could address the
gap between the end of the SLWP period (2036) and the end of the London Plan period (2041).
SLWP officers stated that planning beyond the 15-year period would be difficult. However, the SLWP
Plan would be reviewed every five years in line with national requirements.
ACTION: No further actions required.
11. Mayor’s apportionment criteria
(Revised Para 5.3/1st paragraph of Waste Apportionment)
SLWP officers confirmed that paragraph 5.3 of the I&PO document would be revised to remove
references to the London Plan EiP.
ACTION: SLWP officers to remove references to the London Plan EiP in the Submission Draft of the
SWLP.
12. References to net self-sufficiency
SLWP officers confirmed that the references to net self-sufficiency in paragraph 3.25 of the I&PO
document would be made clearer in the Submission Draft
ACTION: SLWP to revise paragraph 3.25 in the Submission Draft of the SLWP.
13. Local Employment Land Study needed
SLWP officers confirmed that a further employment land study was not being prepared. Evidence set
out in the boroughs’ existing employment studies and the London Industrial Land Demand Study
would be used.
ACTION: No further actions required.
14. Apportionment figures wrong
SLWP officers confirmed that the waste apportionments in Figure 11 of the I&PO document would
be updated in the Submission Draft of the SLWP.
ACTION: SLWP to update the apportionment figures in Figure 11 in the Submission Draft of the
SLWP.
15. Title of C&D Capacity in table
SLWP officers confirmed that the title of C&D Capacity table (Figure 16 of the I&PO document)
would be corrected.
ACTION: SLWP officers to correct title of C&D Capacity to be provided in Figure 16 of the
Submission Draft of the SLWP.
16. Next steps
GLA to consider the points discussed in the meeting and provide an informal, written response to
the SLWP boroughs in time to meet the July committee dates. A formal response would come
through the Regulation 19 publication and the Mayor’s Statement of General Conformity.
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3 JULY – GLA OFFICER OPINION ON GENERAL CONFORMITY
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4.

NHS England

4.1

At the Issues and Preferred Options consultation, the South London Waste Plan
boroughs contacted all the local Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs), as Duty to
Cooperate prescribed bodies. The boroughs did not receive a response from the
CCGs but did receive a response from NHS England stating that the South London
Waste Plan area may require additional clinical waste capacity. The representation
did not provide information on what sort of waste capacity was required, how much
capacity was required or what sort of location would be ideal.

4.2

Throughout January, February and March, a South London Waste Plan officer tried
to contact a representative from NHS England, by phone and by email, to obtain
more information on NHS England’s requirement but no response was received.
Since March, the South London Waste Plan officers have not contacted NHS
England as they did not wish to burden NHS England with enquiries during the
COVD-19 pandemic.

4.3

Officers remain alert to NHS England’s requirements and will be seeking a
representation from NHS England at the publication stage of the Draft South London
Waste Plan. If a representation is received, the South London Waste Plan boroughs
will consider the representation and possibly propose a modification to the plan to the
Inspector at the Examination-in-Public to meet NHS England’s requirements.
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5.

London Boroughs

5.1

At the Issues and Preferred Options consultation, it was notable how few London
boroughs made a representation to the consultation. Consequently, in February, the
South London Waste Plan boroughs decided to contact those boroughs or borough
groups which had not replied at the Issues and Preferred Options consultation to try
to seek more responses regarding the South London Waste Plan and its policy
direction.

5.2

On 24 February, emails were sent to:
 The boroughs of the East London Waste Plan
 The boroughs of the Western Riverside Waste Authority
 The South East London Waste Planning Group
 The London Borough of Tower Hamlets
 The London Legacy Development Corporation

5.3

The following pages set out relevant correspondence with other London boroughs.
These comprise:
 An email with LB Wandsworth, the other borough in the Wandle Valley
Industrial Property Market, stating that officers know of no reason why
existing waste flows could continue
 An email with LB Hillingdon, where a Clinical Waste Incinerator takes a
significant amount of hazardous waste from the South London Waste Plan
area, stating that officers know of no reason why existing waste flows could
not continue
 An email with the Old Oak and Park Royal Development Corporation. The
South London Waste Plan boroughs were seeking information on the future
likelihood of approximately 865 tonnes per annum of municipal and
commercial hazardous waste continuing to be exported from the South
London Waste Plan area to the London Borough of Hammersmith and
Fulham. The London Borough of Hammersmith and Fulham passed this on to
the Old Oak and Park Royal Development Corporation and the corporation
informed the South London Waste Plan boroughs that one of the area’s waste
operator’s site, EMR, was allocated for redevelopment while the other waste
operator’s site, Powerday, was likely to continue in the future. Given the fact
that EMR largely manages car breaking and Powerday has a hazardous
waste licence, it would reasonable to assume that this waste flow could
continue.
 An email exchange with the London Borough of Westminster regarding the
pooling of waste apportionments
 A bi-lateral Statement of Common Ground between the London Borough of
Merton and the London Borough of Westminster
 A bi-lateral Statement of Common Ground between the London Borough of
Merton and the London Borough of Lambeth
 A bi-lateral Statement of Common Ground between the London Borough of
Merton and the City of London
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WANDSWORTH EMAIL EXHANGE
Duncan,
Thank you for your email.
Please see my response to your questions below:
You agree with the boroughs’ strategic approach to HC&I waste, C&D waste and Hazardous
waste
Wandsworth has no specific comments on the South London Boroughs' strategic approach to waste.
The Willows Materials Recycling Facility, Wandsworth, has any plans to close/continue or
expand
We are not aware of any planned changes to this facility.
There is any reason why you think the boroughs should manage more waste than their Intend
to Publish London Plan apportionment.
London Plan apportionment targets include LACW and C&I waste streams only. The NPPW requires
waste planning authorities to plan for seven waste streams (NPPW 3 and NPPG 13) and the Intend to
Publish London Plan requires development plans to plan for identified waste needs (SI8 B). The net
self-sufficiency target for London applies to all waste streams except for excavation waste (9.8.1).
Boroughs should meet their apportionment targets as a minimum (9.8.7). These policies mean the
South London Boroughs have to plan for waste beyond meeting their apportionment targets.
Kind regards,
Adam.
[Redacted]
Principal Planner - Policy
Serving Richmond and Wandsworth Councils
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HILLINGDON EMAIL EXHANGE
27 February 2020
Hi Duncan,
I've checked the site's planning history and there is nothing to suggest any change to the throughput
of the Hillingdon Clinical Waste Incinerator, so it seems logical to categorise it as 'continue as now'.
Tom
[Redacted]
Principal Planning Officer
London Borough of Hillingdon
On Mon, 24 Feb 2020 at 11:15, LBS Planning Policy <planningpolicy@sutton.gov.uk> wrote:
Hi Tom,
Many thanks for your response to the South London Waste Plan Issues and Preferred Options
consultation in December.
Further to your comments, I have looked at the 2018 Hazardous Waste Data Interrogator to ascertain
recent cross-boundary waste movements from South London to West London.
There only two significant movements:
From Kingston to Hillingdon: 500t of healthcare waste for incineration without energy recovery
From Sutton to Richmond: 119t of oil/oil and water mixtures for recovery.
As the Hazardous Waste Data Interrogator does not identify specific waste treatment facilities, I am
unable to provide you with more definitive information. However, I would assume that the healthcare
incineration facility is the Hillingdon Clinical Waste Incinerator at Pield Heath Road, Uxbridge, UB8
3MM, run by SRCL Ltd.
Therefore, I was wondering whether you knew whether you are aware of any plans for the Hillingdon
Clinical Waste Incinerator, such an increase from existing maximum permitted throughput of 8,000tpa,
continue as now or closure.
Regards,
Duncan
Duncan Clarke
The Planning Policy Team
London Borough of Sutton
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OLD PAOK AND PARK ROUAL DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION EMAIL EXCHANGE
16 March 2020
Hi Duncan,
Beth forwarded your email as the Old Oak and Park Royal Development Corporation (OPDC)
boundary covers part of Hammersmith and Fulham and is also within the Western Riverside Waste
Authority area.
With regards to your questions, please note that the hazardous imports may be affected if they are
going to the EMR site within the OPDC (LBHF) area. Proposals set out in the OPDC Submission
Local Plan allocate the EMR site for redevelopment. However, the Plan does continue to safeguard
the Powerday site for waste and other policy provisions will also apply.
If you need any further information or have any other questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Kind regards,
Lauren
[Redacted]
Senior Planning Officer
Old Oak and Park Royal Development Corporation

Hi Adam, Bethany, Manpreet
I am writing to you because I understand you are a lead planning policy officer for waste within
Western Riverside Waste Authority waste planning authorities.
Between October and December last year, the boroughs of Croydon, Kingston, Merton and Sutton
consulted on a South London Waste Plan 2021-36 Issues and Preferred Options document (see
attachment) but we did not hear from the Western Riverside Waste Authority boroughs, apart from
Lambeth which had already signed a Statement of Common Ground with Merton regarding waste
movements.
The headlines from the South London Waste Plan Issues and Preferred Options document were:
a) The four boroughs can meet their Household and Commercial and Industrial (HC&I) Waste
2036 apportionment target, set out in the Intend to Publish London Plan, by safeguarding
existing sites only. This target is 13% above the four boroughs’ arisings. Therefore, the
boroughs did not consider it necessary to allocate any land for managing this waste stream
other than safeguard existing waste sites.
b) The four boroughs set a 2036 target of 100% of arisings for Construction & Demolition (C&D)
Waste management, even though they were not required to by the Intend to Publish London
Plan. In the Issues and Preferred Options document, there was a shortfall in capacity to meet
the target. However, following the consultation, additional capacity has been identified.
Therefore, the boroughs do not consider it necessary to allocate any land for managing this
waste stream other than to safeguard existing waste sites.
c) New sites will only be permitted if they are suitable and are for compensatory provision for an
existing waste site.
d) The four boroughs do not intend to plan for hazardous waste as the arisings are very small
(21,612tpa in 2036) and go to established hazardous waste management facilities in or
outside the boroughs.
I would be grateful if you could tell me whether:
1. You agree with the boroughs’ strategic approach to HC&I waste, C&D waste and Hazardous waste
2. The Willows Materials Recycling Facility, Wandsworth, has any plans to close/continue or expand
2. There is any reason why you think the boroughs should manage more waste than their Intend to
Publish London Plan apportionment.
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If you are not a lead officer for waste planning within the Western Riverside Waste Authority
boroughs, I would be grateful if you could forward this email to the relevant officer. I would welcome a
response by 16 March.
Regards,
Duncan
Duncan Clarke MRTPI
Strategic Planning Manager
Planning Policy
Environment, Housing & Regeneration
London Borough of Sutton
2017 Cross-boundary waste movements
South London Waste Plan Boroughs to Wandsworth (The Willows MRD) 40,105t of C&D
South London Waste Plan Boroughs to Hammersmith and Fulham 865t of hazardous municipal and
commercial wastes
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WESTMINSTER EMAIL EXHANGE
Dear [Redacted],
Thank you for your email of 18 December 2019 and for your helpful responses to our questions.
As regards the pooling of LB Westminster's apportionments, we are unable to take any additional
waste. As the South London Waste Plan Issues and Preferred Options document pointed out,
the four South London boroughs have considerable demand for industrial land, partly due to
losses of industrial land elsewhere in London and partly due to the growth of 'last mile'
distribution centres to serve central London. Therefore, there is limited capacity for the four
boroughs to meet their own apportionment targets. Furthermore, the four boroughs'
apportionment target is 13% above their waste arisings and so the boroughs consider they are
already helping out the rest of London regarding waste management.
The South London boroughs consider that, if Westminster wants to pool apportionments, this is a
strategic, Londonwide decision and should be made by the Mayor of London through the London
Plan.
Yours sincerely,
Duncan Clarke
The Planning Policy Team
London Borough of Sutton
Dear South London Waste Plan boroughs,
Thank you for consulting us on the Issues and Preferred Options document for the new South
London Waste Plan.
Please find our response to the questions raised below.
1. Whether you consider the waste movements between the four South London boroughs and
your authority are correct
It is our understanding that the data from the WDI gives the most accurate representation of
waste movements, and the data is therefore correct.
2. Are all of the sites listed in the attached table still operating in your authority area?
Not applicable.
3. Are you aware of any planning reasons (or other reasons) why these waste movements
cannot continue in the future?
No.
4. Do you have any comments on the waste movements from the South London Waste Plan
boroughs to your authority area?
No applicable.
In addition we would like to make the boroughs aware that Westminster is currently exploring
options to pool its London Plan waste apportionment with other boroughs. In light of this we
would like to stay informed of progress on the South East London Waste Plan and continue
engagement under the Duty to Co-operate.
Kind regards,
[Redacted]
Principal Policy Officer (Planning)
Westminster City Council
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WESTMINSTER STATEMENT OF COMMON GROUND (29.04.20)
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LAMBETH STATEMENT OF COMMON GROUND
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CITY OF LONDON STATEMENT OF COMMON GROUND
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6.

Statements of Common Ground

6.1

Following the Issues and Preferred Options consultation, the South London Waste
Plan boroughs identified seven waste planning authorities outside Greater London
where a Statement of Common Ground would be helpful to identify cross-boundary
waste flows and their future continuance. These were selected on the basis of:
 There were significant cross-boundary waste flows
 The waste planning authority was geographically close
 The waste planning authority had a waste operator with significant facilities in
the waste planning authority and the South London Waste Plan area
 The waste planning authority requested a Statement of Common Ground

6.2

The seven waste planning authorities were:
 Surrey County Council
 Kent County Council
 Essex County Council
 Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Waste Planning Authority
 Buckinghamshire County Council
 Slough Council
 Central And East Berkshire Authorities

6.3

The following pages set out the Statements of Common Ground achieved and
attempted between the South London Waste Plan boroughs and the above
authorities.
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Statements of Common Ground Authorities
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7.

SURREY COUNTY COUNCIL

Signed Statement of Common Ground
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8.

KENT COUNTY COUNCIL

Signed Statement of Common Ground
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9.

ESSEX COUNTY COUNCIL

Signed Statement of Common Ground
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10.

CAMBRIDGESHIRE AND PETERBOROUGH AUTHORITIES

Signed Statement of Common Ground
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11.

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL

Signed Statement of Common Ground
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12.

SLOUGH COUNCIL

Draft Statement of Common Ground
17 March: South London Waste Plan boroughs send first draft Statement of Common
Ground
12 June: Slough Council informs the South London Waste Plan boroughs that the Lakeside
ERF is unlikely to close because the Heathrow third runway is unlikely to be built.
11 May: South London Waste Plan boroughs send second draft of the Statement of
Common Ground with the amendments, relating to the Lakeside ERF, incorporated
16 July: South London Waste Plan boroughs send chaser email to Slough Council
13 August: South London Waste Plan boroughs send a further chaser email to
Slough Council
3 September: Slough Council contacted to inform of publication of the Draft South
London Waste Plan and invites response.

Awaiting sign-off from Slough Council
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13.

CENTRAL AND EAST BERKSHIRE AUTHORITIES

Draft Statement of Common Ground
17 March: South London Waste Plan boroughs send first draft Statement of Common
Ground
23 June: Central and East Berkshire Authorities suggest revised wording regarding the Star
Works site in Windsor and Maidenhead
23 June: South London Waste Plan boroughs send second draft of the Statement
of Common Ground with the amendments, relating to the Star Works site,
incorporated
16 July: South London Waste Plan boroughs send chaser email to Central and
East Berkshire Authorities
13 August: South London Waste Plan boroughs send a further chaser email to
Central and East Berkshire Authorities
3 September: Central and East Berkshire Authorities contacted to inform of
publication of the Draft South London Waste Plan and invites response.
Awaiting sign-off from Central and East Berkshire Authorities
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